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were convicted five times on average between age 26 and 38, compared to once for the adolescence-limited group and 0.31 times for the low antisocial group. 9 A group previously identified as brief childhood-limited conduct problems 10 was not studied here, as this group was not posited in the 1993 Taxonomy 11 and has not been a focus of recent investigations of antisocial behavior. Including this group would not follow a hypothesis-driven approach, and interpretation of results would not be guided by a priori predictions regarding brain structure abnormalities in this group.
Age-45 attrition analysis
We conducted an attrition analysis using childhood IQ, childhood SES and p-factor (using ages 18-45 year data) to determine whether participants in the age-45 data collection were representative of the original cohort. No significant differences in childhood IQ were found between the full cohort, those still alive, those seen at age-45 or those scanned at age-45. Those who were deceased by the age-45 data collection had significantly lower childhood IQ's than those who were still alive (t=2.09, p=0.04).
Figure S1. Attrition analysis of childhood IQ comparing age-45 study members with original cohort
No significant differences were found between the full cohort, those deceased, those alive, those seen at age-45 or those scanned at age-45 on childhood SES.
Figure S2. Attrition analysis of childhood SES comparing age-45 study members with original cohort
No significant differences in p-factor were found between the full cohort, those still alive, those seen at age-45 or those scanned at age-45. Those who were deceased by the age-45 data collection had significantly higher pfactor scores than those who were still alive (t=-2.86, p=0.004). Figure S3 . Attrition analysis of p-factor scores comparing age-45 study members with original cohort
MRI data acquisition
High resolution T1-weighted images were obtained using an MP-RAGE sequence with the following parameters: TR=2400ms; TE=1.98ms; 208 sagittal slices; flip angle, 9°; FOV, 224 mm; matrix=256×256; slice thickness=0.9mm with no gap (voxel size 0.9×0.875×0.875mm); total scan time=6min 52s. 3D fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images were obtained with the following parameters: TR=8000ms; TE=399ms; 160 sagittal slices; FOV=240 mm; matrix=232×256; slice thickness=1.2mm (voxel size 0.9×0.9×1.2mm); and total scan time=5min 38s. Additionally, a gradient echo field map was acquired with the following parameters: TR=712ms; TE=4.92 and 7.38ms; 72 axial slices; FOV=200 mm; matrix=100×100; slice thickness=2.0mm (voxel size 2mm isotropic); total scan time = 2min 25s.
MRI data preprocessing
T1-weighted and FLAIR images were processed through the PreFreeSurfer, FreeSurfer, and PostFreeSurfer pipelines. Images were corrected for readout distortion using the gradient echo field map, coregistered, brainextracted, and aligned together in native T1 space using boundary-based registration. 12 Images were then processed with a custom FreeSurfer recon-all pipeline optimized for structural MRI with higher resolution than 1mm isotropic. Finally, recon-all output were converted into CIFTI format and registered to common 32k_FS_LR mesh using MSM-sulc. 13 
RESULTS

Imaging results -comparisons with the childhood-limited group
Average values for cortical thickness and global surface area in the childhood-limited antisocial behavior group, along with comparisons of these metrics to the other antisocial groups and the low group, are presented in Table  S1 . The childhood-limited group differed only from the low group on global surface area. Parcel-wise analysis of surface area revealed that when compared to the low group, the childhood-limited group showed lower surface area in 248 parcels ( Figure S4) . No other group comparisons of surface area with the childhood-limited group revealed significant differences. Parcel-wise analysis of cortical thickness did not reveal any significant differences between the childhood-limited group and all other groups. Figure S4 . Differences in parcel-wise surface area between the childhood-limited antisocial behavior trajectory group and the low antisocial behavior group. Parcel-wise regions (in blue) represent areas that were significantly lower in cortical thickness in Study members with childhood-limited antisocial behavior. Not shown are the comparisons of the childhood-limited group to the life-course-persistent and adolescence-limited antisocial groups, as no significant parcels were observed. All results are controlled for sex and false discovery rate (FDR) corrected, p<0.05.
Figure S4. Differences in parcel-wise surface area between the childhood-limited antisocial group and the low-antisocial group
Forest plots of effect sizes for parcel-wise comparisons among the life-course-persistent and adolescencelimited antisocial groups and the low-antisocial group.
Forest plots show that even in parcels that did not reach statistical significance, effects generally echoed those observed in the significant findings, with surface area and cortical thickness comparatively lower in the lifecourse-persistent group relative to the low and adolescence-limited groups. 
ADDITIONAL EXPLORATORY ANALYSES AND RESULTS
Confirmation of global findings
To confirm the robustness and reliability of the main global findings reported in the main text Table 2 , we repeated these analyses using permutation tests. Results of these tests are reported in Table S2 below. All original findings were robust to permutation tests. 
Parcel-wise effects using Family-Wise Error (FWE) correction
To confirm that our findings were not prone to false positives when comparing differences between groups, we repeated our parcel-wise analyses using the more conservative family-wise error (FWE) correction with a threshold of p<0.05 (Figures S11 & S12) . While some parcels which were significant using a false discovery rate procedure did not survive FWE correction, results led to similar overall inference with regard to the observed pattern of findings. That is, the life-course-persistent individuals still showed greater differences when compared to those without antisocial behaviour than did the adolescent-limited individuals. Regional findings which did survive FWE correction were in comparable regions to those observed when FDR correction was used. For a comprehensive approach, our analyses corrected for 360 tests for each of the 360 parcels in our parcellation scheme. However, the number of independent signals is not directly related to the number of parcels (which are not completely independent). To more accurately estimate the effective number of tests being conducted in parcel-wise analyses, we conducted exploratory analyses using the 'meff' function in R. 15 This method estimates the effective number of tests from the correlations among the variables being tested and showed that the effective number of tests to correct for is 279.2 for surface area and 339.7 for cortical thickness, suggesting that even the findings using a FWE procedure for 360 tests may still be overly conservative.
Exploratory analyses of covariates
To examine the potential confounding effects of factors such as total intracranial volume, childhood SES and IQ, history of head injury, and diagnosis of schizophrenia, we conducted a series of exploratory analyses on global measures of surface area and cortical thickness. The results of these analyses are presented below in Tables S3 and S4 .
Controlling for these factors did not drastically change the inference of the original findings, and effect sizes were largely similar, regardless of statistical significance. We also repeated parcel-wise analyses controlling for total surface area and average cortical thickness to examine relative effects. In every group comparison, all 360 parcels were significantly different between groups (FDR corrected, p<0.05), following the same general pattern as in the parcel-wise analyses that did not control for global measures.
